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Tens of thousands of people understand why Rita Mulcahy's PM certification products are worldwide bestsellers. Is it
Rita's years of exam preparation experience? The endless hours of ongoing research? The interviews with project
managers who fail exams, to identify gaps in their knowledge? Or is it the razor-sharp focus on making sure project
managers don't waste a single minute of their time studying any more than they absolutely have to? Actually, it's all of the
above. Rita Mulcahy has helped tens of thousands of project managers become professionally certified. She is an
internationally recognized expert on project management techniques, advanced project management theory, risk
management, and the CAPM and PMP exams. Rita has over 14 years and US $2.5 billion worth of hands-on project
experience, as well as over 30 best-selling project management resources to her credit. She speaks to thousands of
executives and project managers each year, and has a reputation for helping people to learn and to have fun while doing
it.
The essential guide for today's savvy controllers Today's controllers are in leadership roles that put them in the unique
position to see across all aspects of the operations they support. The Master Guide to Controllers' Best Practices,
Second Edition has been revised and updated to provide controllers with the information they need to successfully
monitor their organizations' internal control environments and offer direction and consultation on internal control issues.
In addition, the authors include guidance to help controllers carryout their responsibilities to ensure that all financial
accounts are reviewed for reasonableness and are reconciled to supporting transactions, as well as performing asset
verification. Comprehensive in scope the book contains the best practices for controllers and: Reveals how to set the
right tone within an organization and foster an ethical climate Includes information on risk management, internal controls,
and fraud prevention Highlights the IT security controls with the key components of successful governance Examines the
crucial role of the controller in corporate compliance and much more The Master Guide to Controllers' Best Practices
should be on the bookshelf of every controller who wants to ensure the well-being of their organization.
Rita's course in a book for passing the PMP exam fifth edition for the PMPBOK guide - third edition.
PMP Exam PrepAccelerated Learning to Pass the Project Management Professional (PMP) Exam
This book has been FULLY updated to reflect PMI's new Exam Content Outline, for any and all PMP exams delivered on
or after August 31st of 2011. Can you imagine valuing a book so much that you send the author a Thank You letter?
Hundreds of thousands of project managers know and understand why PMP Exam Prep is a worldwide best-seller. Years
of PMP exam preparation experience, endless hours of ongoing research, interviews with project managers who failed
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the exam to identify gaps in their knowledge, and a razor-sharp focus on making sure project managers don't waste a
single minute of their time studying are THE reasons this books is the best-selling PMP exam preparation guide in the
world. PMP Exam Prep, Seventh Edition contains hundreds of updates and improvements from previous
editions--including new exercises and sample questions never before in print. Offering hundreds of sample questions,
critical time-saving tips plus games and activities available nowhere else, this book will help you pass the PMP exam on
your FIRST try.
This PMP Exam Prep System contains one of each of three products a PMP Exam Prep textbook, a copy of PM
FASTrack Exam Simulation Software and one copy of Hot Topics Flashcards.
What is it about Napoleon Bonaparte that has led recognized leaders such as General George S. Patton to study his principlesand countless books on management and leadership to quote his maxims? What lessons can today's project managers and
leaders learn from Napoleon's successes and failures? Napoleon on Project Management explores the key principles behind
Napoleon's successes, the triggers that led to his downfall, and the lessons to be learned from his ultimate demise-and applies
these lessons to modern-day project management and leadership at all levels.
This book comprises selected proceedings of the International Conference on Recent Advancements in Civil Engineering and
Infrastructural Developments (ICRACEID 2019). The contents are broadly divided into five areas (i) smart transportation with
urban planning, (ii) clean energy and environment, (iii) water distribution and waste management, (iv) smart materials and
structures, and (v) disaster management. The book aims to provide solutions to global challenges using innovative and emerging
technologies covering various fields of civil engineering. The major topics covered include urban planning, transportation, water
distribution, waste management, disaster management, environmental pollution and control, environmental impact assessment,
application of GIS and remote sensing, and structural analysis and design. Given the range of topics discussed, the book will be
beneficial for students, researchers as well industry professionals.
Real-world project management tools and techniques you can start using today! IT professionals are often faced with extremely
challenging project deployments, as well as initiatives that are mission-critical to their organizations. For IT project managers, a
strong understanding of the discipline of project management can be invaluable—both to success with individual projects and to
their overall careers. However, most books and training materials on project management pay little or no attention to the unique
challenges IT project managers face. PM Crash Course™ for IT Professionals is full of project management tools that you can
apply immediately to your IT projects—to deliver them on time, on budget, and with fewer headaches. Authored by world-renowned
project management trainer Rita Mulcahy, this book will help you get your IT projects back on track using proven, real-world
project management tools and techniques. This revolutionary Course in a Book® covers the basics of project management,
including planning, scheduling, budgeting, and more. It also moves beyond the basics to cover a number of real-world project
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management tools and techniques for IT initiatives. The authors provide indispensable practical checklists, templates, and
exercises to reinforce your learning of these concepts. The book includes dozens of tricks, insights, and contributions from real
project managers sharing what has made a difference for them when managing real-world projects. If you are looking for easy-touse tools and processes to make an immediate impact on your current IT project, PM Crash Course™ for IT Professionals is the
resource for you. Rita Mulcahy, PMP, founder and CEO of RMC Project Management, is the most popular project management
author in the world. Since 1991, hundreds of thousands of project managers have utilized her 30+ best-selling books and
resources to expand their project management knowledge and further their careers. Real-World Issues Covered: • Understanding
why IT projects fail--—and preventing failure • Defining effective IT project charters and requirements • Organizing IT roadmaps
into manageable projects • Capturing, creating, and using historical data • Establishing “soft” and “hard” project metrics and
milestones • Defining project scope, and avoiding scope creep • Identifying and managing stakeholders and expectations •
Choosing the right PM tools for your needs—including in-house, hosted, and cloud-based solutions
PMI??PMP?????
?Proven Strategies And Tips That Will Help You Pass The PMP Exam On Your First Attempt. See Reviews, To Believe? Do you
know that more than 55% of the people fail in their first attempt to pass the PMP Exam? Also, if you fail 3 times within a year, you
have to wait a whole year before you can try it again, not to forget the struggle of studying again and the expenses associated for
the re-exam. Worst! if the PMBOK changes. Almost all PMP Certified said: "The exam is not that difficult, but need to have an
effective strategy to nail it". Then why should you spend months on cramming pages of books and studying materials that merely
consumes your time and energy and returns little value for your exam? Honestly, no one cares if you study hundreds of books or
just spend few weeks prepping for the exam. The only thing that matters is a flash message on your exam computer screen stating
"Congratulations! on Passing the PMP Exam". Do you want to know how this is possible? The answer lies in "By Studying Smart!
So, why not get it done the smart way! PMP EXAM PREP GUIDE - OUTWITTING THE PMP EXAM; YOUR ANSWER TO THE
SMART WAY. If you ask the Super PMPs, they will say "Passing this exam is not that difficult if you understanding the exam, and
know how you crack the code behind it. Once you know how to and what to expect and the best way to outsmart (aka outwit) it,
you will pass this exam with flying colors". So, what do you get in this guide? A 2 1/2 Month Study Plan that focuses on one thing:
PMP CERTIFICATION. The study plan will guide you how to read PMBOK with AGILE, and any of the supplement guide like Rita
Mulcahy's "PMP Exam Prep" or Andy Crowe's "The PMP Exam" or Head First PMP. How to apply SWOT analysis on your path
PMP Certification 10 myths about the PMP Exam you should stop believing now 10 killer don'ts and 10 must do's before you set
your foot in the exam center Know 50 essential question types in the test Learn how to crack PMP exam in 2 1/2 hours, the smart
way. Also, you will get access to tons of free online question banks and resources that will make passing the PMP Exam extremely
easy. We are not talking about shooting blind shots and hoping for a hit. This guide is an outcome of more than 12,000 candidate
appraisals; careful evaluation of exams spanning over 13 years and hundreds of certification aspirants mentored to success. To
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ensure your success, the resources provided in this guide do not end here. You will also get a must-read chapters like: Exam
cheat sheet by Knowledge Areas and AGILE 23 exam hacks that will supercharge your results 28 winning habits of "The Super
Successful" PMPs Get access to Rita Mulcahy's Online Process Game developed specially for Outwitting readers to help
maximize your skills quickly. Also, you will find exam revision template, lessons learned document and tons of other stuff. This
strategy guide will not supplement but will help understand PMBOK better to help you pass the exam in your first attempt; saving
you months of preparation time, and money wasted on repeat tries. In just two hours, it will give you everything you need to
understand the dynamics of the exam and ace it like a pro. Do not waste one more precious minute of your's, grab the opportunity
when you find the key to unlock your success. ?Scroll Up & Click On "Add To Cart" Button & Cut Your Study Time Into Half?
PMP Exam Prep Ultimate - Volume 3 - Edition 2016These questions and answers are designed to help you pass PMP Exam.I
encourage you to correctly answer at least 82% of all questions to gain confidence with toughest questions, when taking the actual
exam.You will find the answers to the questions at the end of the book, but I encourage you to solve them first and then check the
answers.These questions have helped a lot of people to pass their PMP Exam, so be sure to SCROLL UP and ORDER YOUR
COPY NOW!

Bad scheduling can doom a construction project from the start Construction Project Scheduling and Control provides a
comprehensive examination of the analytical methods used to devise a reasonable, efficient, and successful schedule for
construction projects of all sizes. This updated third edition contains new information on building image modeling (BIM)
and its relationship to project scheduling and control, as well as thorough coverage of the latest developments in the field.
Written by a career construction professional, this informative text introduces students to new concepts in CPM
scheduling, including the author's own Dynamic Minimum Lag technique. The expanded glossary and acronym list
facilitate complete understanding, and the numerous solved and unsolved problems help students test their knowledge
and apply critical thinking to issues in construction scheduling. A complete instructor's manual provides solutions to all
problems in the book, test questions for each chapter, and additional exam questions for more comprehensive testing.
The entire success of a construction process hinges on an efficient, well-thought out schedule, which is strictly defined
while allowing for inevitable delays and changes. This book helps students learn the processes, tools, and techniques
used to make projects run smoothly, with expert guidance toward the realities of this complex function. Discover realistic
scheduling solutions and cutting edge methods Learn the duties, responsibilities, and techniques of project control Get up
to date on the latest in sustainability, BIM, and lean construction Explore the software tools that help coordinate
scheduling Scheduling encompasses everything from staff requirements and equipment needs to materials delivery and
inspections, requiring a deep understanding of the process. For the student interested in construction management,
Construction Project Scheduling and Control is an informative text on the field's current best practices.
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?Revised for new 2018 Exam based on PMBOK Sixth Edition + AGILE ?Proven Strategies And Tips That Will Help You
Pass The PMP Exam On Your First Attempt. See Reviews, To Believe? Do you know that more than 55% of the people
fail in their first attempt to pass the PMP Exam? Also, if you fail 3 times within a year, you have to wait a whole year
before you can try it again, not to forget the struggle of studying again and the expenses associated for the re-exam.
Worst! if the PMBOK changes. Almost all PMP Certified said: "The exam is not that difficult, but need to have an effective
strategy to nail it". Then why should you spend months on cramming pages of books and studying materials that merely
consumes your time and energy and returns little value for your exam? Honestly, no one cares if you study hundreds of
books or just spend few weeks prepping for the exam. The only thing that matters is a flash message on your exam
computer screen stating "Congratulations! on Passing the PMP Exam". Do you want to know how this is possible? The
answer lies in "By Studying Smart! So, why not get it done the smart way! PMP EXAM PREP GUIDE - OUTWITTING
THE PMP EXAM; YOUR ANSWER TO THE SMART WAY. If you ask the Super PMPs, they will say "Passing this exam
is not that difficult if you understanding the exam, and know how you crack the code behind it. Once you know how to
and what to expect and the best way to outsmart (aka outwit) it, you will pass this exam with flying colors". So, what do
you get in this guide? A 2-Month Study Plan that focuses on one thing: PMP CERTIFICATION. The study plan will guide
you how to read PMBOK+AGILE, and any of the supplement guide like Rita Mulcahy's "PMP Exam Prep" or Andy
Crowe's "The PMP Exam" or Head First PMP. How to apply SWOT analysis on your path PMP Certification 10 myths
about the PMP Exam you should stop believing now 10 killer don'ts and 10 must do's before you set your foot in the
exam center Know 50 essential question types in the test Learn how to crack PMP exam in 2 1/2 hours, the smart way.
Also, you will get access to tons of free online question banks and resources that will make passing the PMP Exam
extremely easy. We are not talking about shooting blind shots and hoping for a hit. This guide is an outcome of more than
12,000 candidate appraisals; careful evaluation of exams spanning over 13 years and hundreds of certification aspirants
mentored to success. To ensure your success, the resources provided in this guide do not end here. You will also get a
must-read chapters like: Exam cheat sheet by Knowledge Areas 23 exam hacks that will supercharge your results 28
winning habits of "The Super Successful" PMPs Get access to Rita Mulcahy's Online Process Game developed specially
for Outwitting readers to help maximize your skills quickly. Also, you will find exam revision template, lessons learned
document and tons of other stuff. This strategy guide will not supplement but will help understand PMBOK + AGILE
better to help you pass the exam in your first attempt; saving you months of preparation time, and money wasted on
repeat tries. In just two hours, it will give you everything you need to understand the dynamics of the exam and ace it like
a pro. Do not waste one more precious minute of your's, grab the opportunity when you find the key to unlock your
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success. ?Scroll Up & Click On "Add To Cart" Button & Cut Your Study Time Into Half?
Leading authorities in 22 specialized areas review and comment on key issues nationwide with detailed outlines and
summaries of cases, legislation, trends, and developments. Some topics are addressed circuit by circuit. Use the Annual
Review for updates in your specialty area, when you are asked to consider issues that cross multiple areas of specialty,
or to give an initial reaction to a new situation. Key topical issues addressed are ADR Law; Class Action Law;
Employment Law; ERISA; Labor Law; Pro Bono; Securities Litigation; and much more.
This book is most suitable for aspiring and practicing project managers keen to benefit from real projects lessons learned,
coupled with preparation for PMP or Prince II exams. Akin to those in PMO and program level managers and directors
and management level who often play the stakeholders roles in the projects in the organization and interested to
accelerate the success rates of project investment using lessons learned. This book dives deep into true scenarios in
appreciating project business value, project financing decisions and looking at projects as investments tool by using
certain mathematical formula and analysis methodology in achieving earned value management or arriving at decision
point of continue or terminate projects. This book looks deep into compilation of bonus tips on applying PMP formula and
principles into using soft and hard skills through easy-to-read and user-friendly diagrams. In the end, a PMP or Prince II
or ITIL qualification is simply not enough without real field experience. Therefore, lessons learned and learning from last
things first would be of great help here.
Managing Projects in the Real World provides clear and actionable advice to project managers for recognizing,
anticipating, and overcoming challenges associated with the human component of leading others. The mechanics of
project management are rational and straightforward to learn. The art of project management is irrational and complex to
learn. Project managers need to develop a repertoire of soft skills that are typically hard for them, since they rose through
the ranks to that position by virtue of superior reasoning skills. But if a project manager cannot adjudicate the clash of
personalities, finesse the friction between assigned and preferred roles, steer clear of hidden hazards, and diplomatically
resolve overlapping assertions of competing authority—that project manager is in a world of trouble. From the human
perils of project management, nobody is better qualified to rescue beleaguered project managers than Melanie
McBride—veteran PM and author of the Intel blog, The Accidental Profession. She sheds light on those dark, dusty places
that fall between the cracks of theory and best practice out in the real world where irate colleagues, unrealistic product
launch dates, and virtual meetings reign supreme and run amok. In this book you’ll find targeted discussions and specific
techniques to empower you to meet the challenges that project managers face every day. The book is structured into
project phases to help any project manager on any kind of project jump right to the tried and true solution for the
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challenge at hand.
The landmark project management reference, now in a new edition Now in a Tenth Edition, this industry-leading project
management "bible" aligns its streamlined approach to the latest release of the Project Management Institute's Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMI®'s PMBOK® Guide), the new mandatory source of training for the Project
Management Professional (PMP®) Certificat-ion Exam. This outstanding edition gives students and professionals a
profound understanding of project management with insights from one of the best-known and respected authorities on
the subject. From the intricate framework of organizational behavior and structure that can determine project success to
the planning, scheduling, and controlling processes vital to effective project management, the new edition thoroughly
covers every key component of the subject. This Tenth Edition features: New sections on scope changes, exiting a
project, collective belief, and managing virtual teams More than twenty-five case studies, including a new case on the
Iridium Project covering all aspects of project management 400 discussion questions More than 125 multiple-choice
questions (PMI, PMBOK, PMP, and Project Management Professional are registered marks of the Project Management
Institute, Inc.)
IT Pros can apply these certified project management methods to IT projects to make an immediate, positive impact on their
business * *By Rita Mulcahy, the world's #1 project management trainer, and author of the topselling PMP certification guide.
*Packed with expert guidance and real IT Case Studies for IT pros: scheduling, budgets, managing scope, stakeholders, and
expectations, and more. *Uses IT examples to help readers prep for the PMP exam and master PMI's official Project Management
Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) IT projects are immensely challenging, mission-critical, and failure prone. For IT professionals, a
strong understanding of the discipline of project management can be invaluable - both to success with individual projects, and to
their overall careers. However, most books and training materials on project management pay little or no attention to the unique
challenges IT project managers face. Now, there's a guide to project management targeted specifically at IT professionals.
Authored by world-renowned project management trainer Rita Mulcahy, PM Crash Course for IT Professionals teaches project
management through IT-specific examples and case studies. Readers will master the PMI's Project Management Body of
Knowledge: planning, scoping, scheduling, budgeting, and more. This book presents five in-depth, real-world case studies of
successful IT projects, as well as practical checklists for every step of the project management process. This is everything IT pros
need to know to know to pass PMI's popular PMP exam, taught in a way they can apply immediately in their own environments.
Coverage includes: * *Why IT projects fail, and how to prevent failure. *Defining project charters and requirements. *Organizing IT
roadmaps into incremental, manageable projects. *Capturing, creating, and using historical data to effectively plan new projects.
*Identifying and managing stakeholders and their expectations. *Defining project scope.
This handy, pocket-sized question and answer study guide will help you develop experience with the situational and professional
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responsibility questions on the Project Management Professional (PMP(R)) Certification Exam. This supplement to PMP(R) Exam
Prep, gives you 150 multiple-choice questions with answers referenced to A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK(R) Guide)--2000 Edition.
Agile Practice Guide – First Edition has been developed as a resource to understand, evaluate, and use agile and hybrid agile
approaches. This practice guide provides guidance on when, where, and how to apply agile approaches and provides practical
tools for practitioners and organizations wanting to increase agility. This practice guide is aligned with other PMI standards,
including A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) – Sixth Edition, and was developed as the
result of collaboration between the Project Management Institute and the Agile Alliance.
Offering hundreds of sample questions, thought-provoking exercise, and critical time-saving tips, this book will help you pass the
PMP exam on your first try. Will teach you tricks of the trade for passing the exam and help you identify gaps in your knowledge.
Read 25 in-depth, candid interviews with notable project managers. Discover how project managers work, what they do, how they
adapt and make decisions, how they inspire and motivate others, what career lessons and advice they can share, and how they
landed their current jobs either as project managers or in more senior positions thanks to their success as project managers. Most
of the project managers featured in this book—together with a selection of program managers, executives, entrepreneurs, and
CEOs with project management backgrounds and responsibilities—work in the technology sector, but many work in other
industries, including banking and financial services, consulting, aerospace, energy, and transportation. Bruce Harpham, PMP—a
project management career advisor and journalist—has chosen interviewees who range across the spectrum of company size and
maturity and of individual career stages—from CEOs who were formerly project managers (such as Mavenlink’s Ray Grainger); to
founders of project management consulting firms (such as Tramore’s Tom Atkins); to project managers at the world’s leading
tech giants (such as IBM’s Bob Tarne, Google’s Michael Lubrano, Apple’s Seth J. Gillespie, and Cisco’s Hassan Osman), in the
space industry (such as NASA’s David Woerner, Canadian Space Agency’s Isabelle Tremblay and EUMETSAT’s Hilary Wilson),
in financial services (such as TD Bank’s Ilana Sprongl and Ontario Municipal Employees Retirement System’s Annette Lyjak),
and at transportation companies (such as Amtrak’s Sarina Arcari). What You'll Learn Practicing project managers and engineers
and graduates who aspire to become project managers will learn from the mouths of seasoned exponents at the top of their
profession: Break into project management, cultivate leadership skills, and influence higher-ups Win assignments to manage
career-advancing projects and ace deliveries Avoid pitfalls and recover from operational failures and managerial mistakes Manage
the distractions and pressures of project work successfully while maintaining high morale Discover the books, courses, and
development strategies they used to make it to the top Who This Book Is For Practicing project managers—including the half million
PMI members required to pursue continuing education to maintain certification. The secondary readership is engineers, careerchangers, and recent graduates who aspire to become project managers.
Ethics plays a critical role in project management, but all too often, its importance is overlooked. This benign neglect can result in
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serious consequences to individuals and organizations, ranging from tarnished reputations to civil and criminal liability. Ethics and
Project Management demonstrates the importance of making ethics a key consideration in managing projects and describes the
impacts that occur when ethical transgressions arise. Providing the tools necessary for project managers to avoid an ethical lapse
that can put themselves and their organization at risk, this volume: Defines ethics and places it within the project management
context Discusses the contents of the Project Management Institute’s code of ethics Enables project managers to recognize the
trends that precipitate ethical dilemmas on a project Demonstrates how ethical concerns permeate the entire project life cycle
Provides tips on establishing a governance protocol to ensure ethical compliance Explores legal issues that arise from unethical
behavior Examines how ethical concerns on a project can have global implications, and how to operate in international settings
with cultural differences Each chapter ends with a Getting Started Checklist, facilitating immediate application of the concepts
discussed and making it easy for project managers to determine whether they are in compliance with ethical standards. Providing
a solid roadmap for the ethical health of a project, this volume is essential reading for all those concerned with avoiding the
disastrous consequences of a cavalier approach to ethics. Praise for the book: ... a great desktop reference for any project
manager. It is a must-have title to complete any project management library and I recommend it to both new and highly
experienced project managers. —Gregg D. Richie, PMP, MCTS, CNP, Managing Principal, P8, LLC
No longer restricted to the engineering industry, project management has at long last crossed over to mainstream business. Project
Management for Business Professionals is the definitive reference on the essentials of contemporary project management. Featured here are
some of the foremost practitioners and researchers from academia, consulting, and private industry, sharing their various areas of project
management expertise and providing a wide range of perspectives on everything from risk management to resource planning to ethics
management. Focusing on both the technical and human sides of the field, this unique resource follows the main points of the "project
management body of knowledge"-the certification standard of the Project Management Institute. The experts address the procedures and
processes for planning and managing projects and explore project team/group dynamics, examining the interpersonal relations and the
political and organizational considerations that can impact a project.
A course in a book to pass the exam created by THE expert on the PMP and CAPM exams for over 10 years.
Provides comprehensive review for the Project Management Institute's (PMI) PMP certification exam. This new ninth edition has been
completely revised to align with the latest version of the exam, which includes new tasks that reflect changes to best practices, the role of the
project manager, and the growing importance of agile and other adaptive and iterative practices. Detailed discussion draws from the latest A
Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOKa Guide), 6th edition, to provide the most up-to-date information on critical
topics, while hands-on exercises provide insight on real-world implementation.
Want to pass the PMP examination quickly? PMP exam aspirants are practising managers, busy leading projects. This leaves them with very
little preparation time. Here comes help!It has been observed that 60% of the questions that appear in the PMP examination are from 40% of
the test areas. Most Frequently Asked Questions on the PMP Examination aims to begin your preparation from core concepts and then build
your knowledge over it. This book arms you with all the tools to pass the examination with ease. The book also includes a separate FAQ
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section which answers preparation related questions on every aspirant’s mind.
• Decode PMP is a last minute refresher guide for the PMP certification exam. • Decode PMP is a quick prep book that the PMP aspirants
need to go through during the last weeks before the PMP certification exam. • This guide presents all the critical concepts in the form of
bulleted points, tables and images for quick grasping, along with question-answer sections. • Decode PMP is updated as per PMBoK, 6th
edition! • Readers get to refresh the entire PMP syllabus, rewind the concepts and memorize the formulae. • Decode PMP gives you the right
stuff, in the right dose, in a structured way.
This book comprises the refereed proceedings of the International Conference, AIM/CCPE 2012, held in Bangalore, India, in April 2012. The
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions and focus on the various aspects of research and
development activities in computer science, information technology, computational engineering, mobile communication, control and
instrumentation, communication system, power electronics and power engineering.
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